10 reasons you can proudly recommend the Scott Stereo Compact to a friend

With advanced solid state miniaturization, Scott engineers have achieved a tour de force in home entertainment value ... the Scott Stereo Compact. It's a real beauty, it sounds great, and it's a tremendous buy. See it, hear it, and you'll recommend the Scott Stereo Compact enthusiastically. But here's advance warning . . . you may not be able to resist this little jewel yourself. It's only $299.95 complete. Optional drop-in FM stereo tuner, $129.95. For even more information, write: H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. 35-05, 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass.

1. Wide Range Speaker Systems, with separate woofers and tweeters and superb Scott crossover networks, assures perfect reproduction, from thunderous bass to the highest shimmering overtones.


3. Beautiful Smoky Gray-Green Plexiglas Cover provides protection for your records, enhances the Stereo Compact's smart contemporary appearance.

4. Automatic Turntable, chosen by Scott engineers for reliability and convenience, lets you enjoy many hours of continuous music; manual operation, if you desire.

5. Highly Compliant Magnetic Cartridge, with precision diamond stylus, prolongs the life of treasured records, brings out every subtle musical detail.

6. Space for drop-in FM Stereo Tuner. Superb solid state Scott tuner pulls in even the weakest FM signals with amazing clarity and realism. (Tuner optional)

7. The Scott Name assures you that this quality home music system is backed by the company which prides itself on leadership in every aspect of high fidelity performance.

8. Full Complement of Controls includes separate bass and treble controls for both channels, exclusive balancing controls, and switched headphone output for completely private stereo listening.

9. Handsome Styling . . . Superb Cabinetry constructed of select oiled walnut, to please a wife, to grace a fine home.

10. Scott's Two-Year Guarantee, identical to that on Scott's finest separate stereo components, plus Scott's continuing interest in your complete satisfaction, assures you of years of trouble-free enjoyment.
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Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass. Cable HIFI. Prices slightly higher west of Rockies. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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